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COMPUTER-ENABLED, NETWORKED,

alarm devices and security system monitoring services. A

FACILITY EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION,

search of “alert or alarm and systems” on MSN produced
120283 hits. There are some 3594 companies listed at http://

MANAGEMENT AND ALARM SYSTEM

dmoZ.org/Business/Business_Services in the security/alarm
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

services business.
Some systems involve a call-back function, in which the
central station calls the home when it receives an alarm to
verify if the alarm was inadvertent. This is the “are you OK”

This application is a Continuation-In-Part of US. Ser. No.
1 1/228,817 having the same title and ?led by the same inven
tors on Sep. 16, 2005, now US. Pat. No. 7,277,018 issued

query-type system to assist in protection of occupants. If the

Oct. 2, 2007, which in turn is the Regular application of US.
Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/610,810 ?led by the same
inventors on Sep. 17, 2004 under the title: Fast Alert System,

answer is inappropriate, e.g., not according to a pre-arranged
code, is strange or otherwise suspicious, or the occupant
answers that help is needed, then the central station staff sends

A Computer Enabled, Networked Facility Emergency Noti

the appropriate help responder: ?re, police, or medical ser
vice. Still other systems permit visual or/ and audio monitor

?cation Management and Alarm System, and of US. Provi
sional Application Ser. No. 60/ 656,198, ?led by the same
inventors on Feb. 24, 2005 under the title: Fast Alert System

ing of a remote site via telephone line, Internet connection or
other links.
Currently, many public facilities such as schools, court

IIiA Computer Enabled, Networked Facility Emergency
Noti?cation, Management andAlarm System, the disclosures
of which are hereby incorporated by reference and the bene?t
of the ?ling dates thereof are claimed under 35 USC §§119,
120, ff.

houses, other government buildings, sports facilities and
20

horns that ring throughout the entire facility and are intended

FIELD
25

This invention relates to secure, redundant, veri?able,

computer-enabled, networked, facility emergency noti?ca
tion, rapid alert management and alarm systems installed in
public, private, and government buildings, and outdoor areas
for which there is a need for rapid alerts to occupants or
attendees of the occurrence of impending or in-progress dan

30

gerous or threatening events. More particularly, the invention
national or international fast alert systems comprising com
35

methods enabling rapid dissemination from a central station
or decentraliZed location of alerts of the occurrence of threat

ening or dangerous events in a series of hierarchical, increas
ing levels of directed action to be taken by the occupants. In
addition, the inventive system can cause initiation of appro

through pre-assigned exit routes, assemble at pre-assigned
points, and await instruction. There is little, if any, ?exibility
Modern schools and government facilities, for example,
are typically built with distributed architecture, having many
outlying buildings in a campus-type setting. Installation of a
centrally controlled alarm bells or horns does not enable

alerting only selected sub-areas of the sites to dangerous or
40

hazardous events or situations without alarming and evacu

ating the entire complex. This leaves the evacuated popula

priate responsive actions by occupants based on type and
level of alert, monitoring and controlling activity of occu
pants and event responders (e.g., security, ?re and medical
personnel) during the course of the event or danger, while
archiving times and natures of events, responses and other

direct all occupants to evacuate the building. There are many
examples of communications failures incident to emergency
situations in facilities with this type of alarm installation.
Typically, the alarms give no assistance to responding per
sonnel and do not permit clarifying or change in status of
event-in-progress information being provided to the occu
pants to supplement the initial raw alarm information. The
usual response to such alarms is to evacuate the building

in the alarm and response system; communication is tenuous,
slow, and dif?cult to control and subject to failure.

relates to highly secure, ?exible, hierarchical, local, regional,
puter-enabled and network linked apparatus, software, and

hotels have generic alarm systems, such as ?re alarm bells or

tion to learn by rumor the nature of the event (which is usually

incomplete or wrong), provides no assistance in monitoring
the progress of events or directing rescue action to rapid
45

response personnel (e.g., police, ?re, medical, SWAT, or hos

data, including audio or/and video recordings, about the vari

tage teams).

ous occurrences, events, alarms, and responses, until the situ
ation returns to normal and an all clear signal is given. Links
to, or self-contained, data-bases can be accessed to provide

alert system that: is easily con?gurable to a wide range of

building and site plans to assist in the response planning and

Accordingly, there is an unmet need in the art for a rapid

different types of publicly-accessed facilities: is adaptable to
50

execution.

facilities of very wide range of very different architectures:
permits feed-into and feed-back between remote sites and an

administrative center; permits triggering of alerts from
BACKGROUND

At present, there are millions of home and o?ice “security
systems” installed. There are thousands of security compa

remote locations and from the sites themselves where haZ
ardous or dangerous events occur; can trigger different types
55

and levels of alerts (e. g., lockdown, shelter in place, evacuate,
or all clear) for different types of events; permits “silent”

nies that install and monitor security systems. Many patents

alarms; enables remote audio monitoring (listen-in capacity)

are directed to various aspects and functionalities of such
systems. Typically, these systems comprise a set of sensors
connected to a telephone dialer and are designed for passive
monitoring with a telephone response to a police or ?re
responder. Most, if not all, of these are directed to home

and remote viewing (in the physical sense, not the psychic
sense) of the event in progress; permits obtaining from, or
60

providing clarifying information to, authorities and respond

65

unfolds, including an event-end “all clear”; and permits local
and on-site access to the system by arriving response profes
sionals, including access to database(s) of prior collected and
archival information, such as maps of the facility architecture,

ers; permits change in alarm nature or status as the event

protection or building protection at times when the building
or home is not occupied. These employ a variety of incursion
sensors and alarm devices and are primarily intended for

protection of unoccupied property, not for protection of occu
pants. There is a large industry of providers of security and

site layout, response tactical plans, facility operational sys
tems access, controls and data base(s).

US 7,460,020 B2
3
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THE INVENTION

?exible enough to be speci?c to the designed alerting domain
(whether a single room/area, a single building, a group of

SUMMARY, INCLUDING OBJECTS AND

rooms/area(s) or buildings such as a campus, in an outdoor

ADVANTAGES

area, or a combination of these), to pre-de?ned types of dan
gers and events, and to combinations of them. Thus, the
system can be con?gured to be tailored to the particular

The inventive system comprises a secure, redundant, veri
?able, computer-enabled, direct or networked, facility emer
gency noti?cation, rapid alert management and alarm sys
and outdoor areas for which there is a need for rapid alerts to
occupants or attendees of the occurrence of impending or

complex of building(s) and their surroundings to provide the
necessary capability to rapidly alert occupants therein,
including providing occupants with suitable information so
that they can respond e?iciently and effectively to anticipated
dangers, hazardous occurrences and rapidly evolving events.

in-progress dangerous or threatening events. More particu

Embodiments of the inventive system range from a simple,

tems installed in public, private, and government buildings,

larly, the invention relates to highly secure, access-control

single computer directly linked to the alerting domain of

lable, ?exible, hierarchical, local, regional, national or inter
national fast alert systems comprising computer-enabled and

interest, to a small network in a single building, or to a

complex, hierarchical network in a multiple-building campus

direct or network linked apparatus, software, and methods
enabling rapid dissemination from a central station, or decen

over a large geographic area.

The invention in its basic embodiment is a computer-en
abled hardware system that is software responsive and con
trolled, and a method of its use. The system, while speci?c to

tralized or mobile location, of alerts of the occurrence of
threatening or dangerous events in a series of hierarchical,

increasing levels of directed action to be taken by the occu
pants. In addition, the inventive system can cause initiation of

20

such as: a computer network including: at least one server;

appropriate responsive actions by occupants based on type
and level of alert, monitoring and controlling activity of occu
pants and event responders (e.g., security, ?re and medical
personnel) during the course of the event or danger, while
archiving times and natures of events, responses and other

client computer stations having display screens with bi-direc
tional access to the server; provision for external access to the

network by pigtail plug in, and/or by wireless, telephone,
25

other apparatus as may be needed in relation to communica

tion, monitoring, archiving, retrieval, display and print
30

building and site plans to assist initiating and propagating
alerts, change in alert status, and in the response planning and
execution. The system has redundancy capability built-in to

reports of anticipated dangerous or hazardous events or
occurrences, the events in progress, and alarm and response

systems therefor. The inventive system site network is given
in the examples as hard-wired, but it may be wireless or
partially wireless, may be a dedicated or shared network, and

prevent loss of control functionality in the event of compo
nent failure.

Internet, Intranet or other Net connectivity; network con

trolled switches and electrical power supplies; alarm and
annunciator devices; video cameras and audio pick-ups; and

data, including audio or/and video recordings, about the vari
ous occurrences, events, alarms, and responses, until the situ
ation returns to normal and an all clear signal is given. Links
to, or self-contained, databases can be accessed to provide

the particular facility where installed, comprises apparatus,

35

By veri?able is meant administrative control of pre-se
lected multiple levels of authorized access to the alarm status

typically includes IP-based VOIP telephone system, IP PBX
switching systems, and IP speakers, microphones and video.
As used herein the term “site” includes both a speci?c

viewing and triggering control system, namely access to the

location within a building or area, such as a single room or

pages displayed by the control system, be it direct or via a
and reporting all accesses to the system on a user-con?g

de?ned area, and a more general area of alarm interest, as the
context will make evident, such as a group of related build
ings or campus. In the former sense, the term means a speci?c

urable basis. By “direct” is meant the inventive application

locus, position or location in an architectural view, and in the

browser-type application, and recording, archiving, display

40

software is loaded onto a computer, be it a server or work
latter sense, the term means a group of related buildings
and/or surrounding areas in a facilities and grounds sense. By
station which acts as a server, and which is accessed by a user
via a resident user interface to initiate the alarm menu actions. 45 “remote” is meant some distance from the control computer,

This direct connectivity permits single computer manage

and includes related buildings in a single campus that are

ment of the inventive fast alert alarm functionality to a
selected space, area or location (alerting domain), rather than
across the network. That is, direct means a single point of
access linked directly to the alarmed location. The inventive
system can thus be either network-enabled or direct linked.

some distance from the administration of?ce or building as
well as a more distant setting, such as a regionally or nation
50

The inventive occupant rapid alerting system for private

an emergency, or other event of concern, received at any

and public facilities comprises a network of sensing and

triggering point in the system, be it at the central of?ce com

signaling apparatus, related application software, which may
be embedded or stand-alone, and includes user interface(s),

ally located central of?ce located from tens to thousands of
miles from a speci?c facility, site or classroom being served
by the system. The term “noti?cation” means information of

55

data bases and methods of using and controlling the appara

tus: l) to selectively and rapidly trigger alert signals or/and

puter either from outside sources, or from a relatively remote
locus within the alarmed area such that action or investigation
is needed, or in the classroom or at an external site (police
department). The term “alert” means initiating action from a

informational messages (which may be pre-recorded) to

system computer to activate one or more devices to warn

occupants in one or more chosen building(s) or sub-area(s) of
a single facility, or in an entire campus, site or complex; 2) to

people to take appropriate action, such as: evacuation; take
shelter in place; lockdown; or other protective action; and all

60

clear, situation-normal signals.

monitor, manage and record alert or/and response actions;
and 3) to archive data, such as system access and actions, and
audio and visual image data, from on or before the time of ?rst
event through alert noti?cation and event progress to resolu
tion.

Embodiments of the inventive rapid alerting system are
both site and event speci?c, e.g., the inventive system is

The software included in the system supports both direct
operation and basic user interface and network operations and
65

controls the various auxiliary equipment, alarms, cameras,
microphones, GUI display drivers, and the like. The network

controller, including the applications software for controlling
the operations of the network server and client stations, con

